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Do you have questions about the news of massive margin calls and banks facing billions in losses due to one
family office and would like to gain a better understanding of how this can happen? Join us Tuesday at 1 pm
ET, as Lance Meyerowich, our Chief Revenue Officer and former Managing Director and head of Swap Sales
and Execution at two major banks will cover the nuances of the funding markets in both PB and equity swaps.
Email ALIGNED@DalzellTrading.com to receive dial-in information.
US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures moved lower ahead of the open. Technical factors along with
month-end rebalancing contributed to Treasury yields rising to their highest levels in 14 months. The science
experiment from the Fed flooding the market with liquidity has investors on edge about inflation. Our federal
govt. spending like a drunken sailor contributes to this bond selloff. Details on the position unwind of
Archegos continue to emerge. Some news reports suggest the total notional value may have topped $50
billion. That is serious leverage for a ‘family office’ most people never heard of. Viacom and Discovery are
both flat this morning, so maybe we’re near the end. Comical that Goldman looks to come out of this
relatively unscathed. Are higher corporate taxes priced into the market? Goldman sees the rate moving from
21% to 25%. Biden mentioned a 28% rate. With the unveiling of his infrastructure proposal, expect more
focus on corporate rates. I’m shocked they aren’t waiting to have this conversation until 2022. Joe Manchin
should wear a tuxedo to work, he’s getting wined and dined so often. Lululemon reports after the bell. Stock
is -9% YTD. S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: -15.34, 10-Yr Yield: 1.766%.
CORE Headlines:
 JPMorgan Chase (JPM) and Salesforce (CRM) among companies looking to reduce office space.-WSJ
 Florida Governor DeSantis vows to fight against vaccine passports.-NYP
 PayPal will announce later that it has started allowing U.S. consumers to use their cryptocurrency
holdings to pay at millions of its online merchants globally, a move that could significantly boost use
of digital assets in everyday commerce.-Reuters
 The votes on whether to form a union at Amazon's sprawling Alabama fulfillment center are set to be
reviewed starting on Tuesday, with momentum for future labor organizing at America's secondlargest private employer hanging in the balance.-Reuters
 Experts believed the pandemic would increase the number of bankruptcies, but government
measures helped many borrowers avoid it last year despite high unemployment, though economists
worry the trend might not last.-WSJ
 A major challenge for President Biden will be countering China’s perception that the US and the entire
Western liberal order are in the early stages of a long-term decline, a belief that could cause Beijing to
overstep.-WSJ
 Sectors that benefited most from the working from home have fallen hard since late January, while
hot technology firms and blank-check merger companies have also tumbled from their highs in the
“reopening trade.”-WSJ
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Dick’s Sporting Goods opened its first "experiential" store, located in Rochester, New York—it will
offer a hands-on shopping experience and include an outdoor field for sporting events, a rockclimbing wall, and indoor wellness spaces.-USA
A 124-page report from the WHO about its investigation into the origins of the coronavirus will be
released today, but despite visiting hospitals, live animal markets, and government labs, the team
came to no definitive conclusion, partly because of Beijing’s effort to hinder the probe.-NYT (What a
complete joke.)
New York will make all adult residents eligible to receive a coronavirus vaccine by April 6, significantly
testing the state’s health apparatus, which will face a flood of demand just as the rate of new Covid
cases grows rapidly.-NYT
Rising raw-materials costs and unrelenting supply-chain constraints are prompting many Chinese
exporters to increase prices for the goods they sell abroad, raising fears it may add to global
inflationary pressures.”-WSJ

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 ZeroHedge: On Wuhan and the China Virus. Are we allowed to say that now? https://bit.ly/3cxcFXK
 FS Blog: John Stuart Mill’s philosophy on equality https://bit.ly/3ryL90i
 Fast Company: Why your brain is programmed to love (or hate) your boss https://bit.ly/3u45TP1
 Ladders: 10 lies recruiters tell on the first interview https://bit.ly/3ubb7sz
 Eat This: Don’t drink alcohol immediately after getting a Covid shot (Why didn’t I read this before I had
6 beers on Sunday?) https://bit.ly/39pBCT6
All charts from The Daily Shot:
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Small caps have been underperforming. (That is an understatement.)
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Leveraged funds have been bearish on small caps while asset managers are long.

Source: @WallStJesus

Median singe-stock PE ratios are high across equity markets in the US and Europe.

Source: Longview Economics
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The proportion of US stocks with a PE ratio above 20 is at an extreme. (Unless earnings’ estimates
rise to bring multiples lower.)

Source: Longview Economics

2021 has been good to value shares.

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Merrill Lynch’s private clients have been cutting back on equity exposure.

Source: BofA Global Research, @WallStJesus

History indicates that markets are vulnerable to a summer sell-off. (“sell in May and go away”?)

Source: MarketDesk Research
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A basket of stocks with the highest call option exposures has turned down sharply since midFebruary. (Where is the Robinhood crowd?)

Source: Deutsche Bank Research
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One of the primary supply-chain issues has been semiconductors (a global disruption).

Source: Bloomberg Read full article
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That’s part of the reason US auto production has slowed this year.

some updates on the labor market.

• The “effective” unemployment rate is substantially higher than the headline figures.
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Source: BofA Global
Research
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• COVID forced many older workers into retirement. How many will return after the pandemic ends?

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Source: @WSJ Read full article

• BofA expects US labor force participation to return to pre-COVID levels by the end of next year. (I
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hope they are right, but it seems a bit aggressive.)
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Source: BofA Global Research

Airport travel hit the highest level in a year.
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• Hotel occupancy is returning to normalcy.

Source: ANZ Research

And high-frequency data show rapid increases in hospitality-sector hiring.
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Source: homebase
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• There should be a similar rebound in restaurant hiring.

Source: Morgan Stanley Research
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• Some of these lost jobs are coming back quickly.

Source: Barclays Research

• Job postings on Indeed point to rising demand for workers.

Source: @JedKolko, @indeed Read full article
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US bank deposits hit another record high.
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Container ship size growth (2 charts):

Source: @financialtimes Read full article
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EVs as a share of new passenger cars:

Source: Statista
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting, or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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